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IN BIRMINGHAM MAGISTRATES
COURT

Case Number: FD11D06209

BETWEEN
JOHN ALEXANDER MELVIN HEMMING MP

Applicant
-and-

BIRMINGHAM CITY COUNCIL
Respondent

APPLICANT’s Statement in respect of the application
for a Litter Abatement Order.

1) I, John Alexander Melvin Hemming MP, MA(Oxon), FRSA, of 87 Church Road,

Birmingham B13 9EA, am the applicant in this application.  The facts in this statement

come from my personal knowledge.

2) This statement is as ordered at the directions hearing of 4th July 2011.

3) The Applicant is the Member of Parliament for Birmingham, Yardley.  As part of his

duties as a member of parliament in accordance with Article XIII of the 1688 Bill of

Rights he has to deal with “all grievances”

4) The applicant and his constituents are concerned about the fly tipped green waste

covering the constituency of Birmingham, Yardley. There is an unusual situation in

that the local authority (defendant) which is the litter authority generally instructs its

officials not to collect fly tipped green waste (sometimes also not collecting other fly

tipped waste if it has been dumped with green waste).  Reports from the claimant’s
office to the local authority are normally responded to with the answer that the local

authority will not clear up the waste. (see copies of emails from local authority in

appendix)

5) As part of a single process of a general report about Littering in the Yardley

constituency he has identified hundreds of piles of fly tipped waste.    At the directions

hearing this was narrowed down to five particular small elements.  Following the

directions hearing the city council made a further stab at clearing up green waste and a

further statement will be submitted looking at the then statement green waste in the
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Yardley constituency for the hearing itself.  To obtain a litter abatement order for the

Yardley constituency it will be necessary to prove that there remains a problem with

Green Waste in the Yardley Constituency at the time of the hearing.  This, of course,

cannot be checked at the moment because the situation is likely to change before the

hearing.

6) For the avoidance of doubt it will be applicant’s objective to prove that at the time of

the hearing there remains green waste in the location of “The Constituency of
Birmingham, Yardley” and that for that reason a litter abatement order should be

granted for the whole of the Yardley constituency.  Hence in evidence for the final

hearing will be elements of litter that do not fall to be considered as part of the costs

argument.

7) For the applicant to win the argument on costs at the hearing it is necessary to prove

that

a) Five days notification was given of the elements of litter being in situ prior to the

application to court.

and

b) That the elements of litter were present when the application was made.

8) In fact for all of the 5 elements of litter the same litter was present at the directions

hearing on 4th July although this is not the case following the directions hearing as the

council has now attended and taken action at the identified locations and the situation

has changed.

9) A copy of the email sent personally by the applicant to the council with some photos

and the attached notification list is attached to this statement bundle.

10)At the time of application in fact there were 17 elements of litter which were still

present notwithstanding the council having been notified.  The applicant is, however,

concentrating on five. That is in order to reduce the costs of the process.

11)The applicant personally checked the location of the elements of litter (all of which

were in the Yardley constituency for which the application has been made) and took

photographs of the litter.   The photographs are time stamped and electronic copies of

those photographs can be provided to the defendant on request. In the photographic
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appendix an extract of a display of the time stamp has been provided for one

photograph.

12)The five elements of the litter (which is part of the general complaint about litter in the

Yardley Constituency were (using references to the application appendix) at:

A) Outside 32 Downsfield Road, Sheldon, item 1.4 notified 4/5/14 (not photographed

on 4/5/14, but it is the same pile)

B) Outside 43 Downsfield Road, Sheldon, item 1.5 notified 4/5/14

C) Outside 58 Manston Road, Sheldon, item 1.6 notified 4/5/14

D) Near 39 Manston Road, Sheldon, item 1.7 notified 4/5/14

E) Outside 116 Sheldon Heath Road, Sheldon (but in Stechford ward) item 2.1

notified 4/5/14.

13)Items A-D featured in a news reports in the Birmingham Mail on 8th May 2014 and on

Midlands Today on 9th May.   The applicant attended personally and was interviewed

on the site by the BBC.

14)It is important to note about item B that part of an item of furniture (which although

made out of wood would not be green waste, but would be household rubbish as it has

been subject to a process of manufacturing) was present in the pile of rubbish at each

time it was photographed. There is a really nice photo of this on 4th May in the

photographic appendix and in the photographs of July 4th 2014  (the morning of the

directions hearing) there is a photograph highlighting this particular item.

15)The applicant personally photographed the litter on a number of occasions with his

personal mobile phone (an Android HTC SV One).  The images are automatically time

stamped by the mobile phone and the local authority are welcome to inspect the images

on the phone in the presence of the applicant if they are inclined to challenge the

timing of the photographs. Individual copies of the photographs can be emailed to the

local authority if they wish to challenge any individual photographs.

16)Attached to this statement is an appendix that was prepared for the application with

photographs of 17 elements of rubbish (the 17 elements of rubbish which were present

at the time of the application).   There are in fact more photographs of the elements of

rubbish at other dates taken by other people that are not included with this document.
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However, the appendix for this hearing concentrates on the photographs at initial

notification (4th May) and those on the morning of the directions hearing (4th July)

17)Hence there is photographic evidence the substantiates the applicants statement that

this rubbish has been there all of the time and all that has changed between photos is

that mainly the grass has grown and at times additional rubbish has been dumped.

18)I believe that the facts in this witness statement and the associated appendices (which

have been prepared by me personally and act as part of my statement) are true.

Signed

Dated 3rd August 2014
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Evidence as to piles of rubbish  4th July 2014 and 4th May
- elsewhere
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Evidence as to piles of rubbish  4th July
32 Downsfield Road, (A, 1.4)

43 Downsfield Road, (B, 1.5)
Note part of table below these words
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Evidence as to piles of rubbish 4th July
43 Downsfield Road, (B, 1.5) -

43 Downsfield Road, (B, 1.5) -
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Near 39 Manston Road, (D, 1.7)

116 Sheldon Heath Road, (E, 2.1)
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Sheldon Heath Road (shorter grass)

Manston Road C and D.
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Application for Litter Abatement Order Appendix

1.1 Lakey Lane, B28 adj 157 notified 24/4/14 1.2 Olton Boulevard East  o/s 358 notified  2/5/14

The notification had a photo, but was 197 in error

1.3 Bosworth Road, nr Lincoln Rd Nth n-24/4/14 1.4 Downsfield Rd  o/s 32 notified  4/5/14

1.5 Downsfield Rd near 43  notified 4/5/14 1.6 Manston Rd o/s 58  notified 4/5/14

1.6 Manston Rd near 39  notified 4/5/14 1.8 Sheldon Heath Rd o/s 142  notified 4/5/14

Yellow  stickers

Yellow  stickers

Yellow  stickers

Yellow  stickers

Yellow  stickersYellow  and
white
stickers
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2.1 Sheldon Heath Rd o/s 116   notified 4/5/14 2.2 Blakesley Rd os/112  notified 4/5/14

2.3 Homelea Rd o/s 2  notified 4/5/14

2.4 Homelea Road o/s 4 notified 4/5/14
Photo missing

2.5 Homelea Road o/s 53/55 notified 4/5/14 2.6 Homelea Road o/s 73/75 notified 4/5/14

2.7 Homelea Road o/s 110 notified 4/5/14 2.8 Homelea Road 157/9 notified 4/5/14

Yellow and
white stickers

Yellow  stickers

Yellow  stickers

Yellow  stickers

Yellow  stickers

Yellow  stickers
Yellow  stickers
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MP fury as workers find garden rubbish sacks but do not pick them up

It's verging on the ridiculous!

Grass cutters who found dumped garden rubbish on a verge mowed AROUND the

discarded waste instead of picking it up.

And Birmingham MP John Hemming said it appeared the bags had been spotted twice

by council employees – because yellow stickers had also been attached demanding

their removal.

The pictures, taken in Downsfield Road, Yardley, are the latest twist in the row over

the introduction of Birmingham’s garden tax.

Huge queues have grown at the city’s tips as householders opt to dump their green

waste for free instead of paying the new £35 annual charge.

Other garden rubbish has simply been dumped on the streets.

Council gardeners mow grass verges - but
AVOID dumped bags

Share Tweet +1 Email483 Shares

Green and black bin bags with garden waste dumped on Downsfield Road, near the Radleys, Sheldon
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But the Labour-run city council has repeatedly insisted the charge for the service,

which used to be free, would not be scrapped.

Mr Hemming said: “The situation on Downsfield Road highlights the absurdity of the

council’s rubbish strategy.

“It is impossible to prove who dumped this rubbish.

“The council is leaving it to turn into a jungle with long grass.

“There has to come a point where the council removes the rubbish – and that point

should be now.

 

“It’s ridiculous to have visited the rubbish twice, once to put a sticker on it and the

second time to cut the grass while leaving it to encourage vermin. They need to

clean it up and, in the long term, scrap the charge and refund people.”

Liberal Democrat Mr Hemming, who represents Yardley, has threatened to take the

council to court to force a clean-up of dumped rubbish.

Dumped bin bags
" " " " " " " " " "
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He claimed the council was failing to fulfil a statutory duty by not collecting the

waste

The council refused to comment on the scenes in Downsfield Road.

A spokesman said: “I think the picture will speak for itself – and thus there is no

response from the council.”

Find out which Midland councils charge for collections?

 

From around the web

Garden waste left uncollected in Birmingham
" " " " " " " " " "

Why you should buy

gold sovereigns

(MoneyWeek)

Happy Birthday Prince

George: How Much Do

You…

(Yahoo)

10 Common Credit

Myths That You Can

Stop Worrying…

(Experian)

Finally, Beautiful

Lingerie for Women

Sizes DD…

(Marks & Spencer)
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From: Emma C Stuart [mailto:Emma.C.Stuart@birmingham.gov.uk] On Behalf Of Waste
Prevention Team
Sent: 15 May 2014 15:32
To: stephen.morgan@john.hemming.name
Subject: RE: [[JAMH26794]] Flytipped Green Waste - Billingsley Road [faked-from]
Sensitivity: Confidential

Dear Stephen

This was sent to Shaid Ali in Environmental Heath to investigate as there was apparently
evidence of who had dumped the garden waste. I have asked him to provide you with an
update.

As per the Council policy the garden waste will not be picked up.

Kind regards.

Emma Stuart
Senior Waste Prevention Officer
Fleet & Waste Management
Montague Street depot
Montague Street
Birmingham B9 4BA

From: Shaid X. Ali
Sent: Friday, June 27, 2014 1:37 PM
To: Councillor Barbara Jackson
Cc: Corrinne Ricketts; Emma C Stuart; Andy Mccoy
Subject: RE: Tel Enq - 3 Yrdly Cllrs - Sarah Hutton, 21 Northcote Road, B33 9BB - dumped
rubbish bags

Good afternoon Councillor,

I assume once the waste prevention team have exhausted all enquiries and it still
cannot be established where these came from then eventually it will have to be picked
up as it was recently all over the city, but I honestly cannot say how long this will take
as Environmental Health are not responsible for collecting green waste. I have
however copied Emma and Andy into this who may be better placed to answer your
question and will hopefully get back to you with a response.

It seems to be a battle of wills between residents who are refusing to pay for the
service and the council who instigated this policy. Unfortunately this is the result and
I know officers from Waste Management and Environmental Health are working
extremely hard to try and address the issues of green waste dumping but if the
instructions from the very top are not to pick these up and as you acknowledge it is
hard to prove where these may be originating from then I’m not sure what we are
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supposed to do. Unless frontline officers are instructed differently from senior
management then I’m afraid this problem is likely to continue.

Apologies if this does not completely answer your query but I’m just trying to give
you an honest answer about the realty we as frontline officers are facing on the
ground as regards the green waste issue and unless otherwise instructed I’m afraid
Green waste will continue to pile up around the city unless there is change of policy
which is beyond our control. At the end of the day we can only do what we have been
instructed to do and the instruction is not to pick up green waste.

Regards

Shaid Ali - District Enforcement Officer
Regulation and Enforcement
Environmental Health
581 Tyburn Road
Erdington
Birmingham
B24 9RF

01214642863
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----- Original Message -----
From: John Hemming
To: Maxine Britton
Cc: David Tatlow ; Tommy Wallace ; cwrteam@john.hemming.name ; Paul Tilsley ;
neil.eustace@birmingham.gov.uk ; jon.hunt@birmingham.gov.uk
Sent: Sunday, May 04, 2014 1:30 PM
Subject: Re: Email for John- Birmingham City Council - failure to collect sacks of green waste

Please find attached another 180 items of flytipped rubbish and please consider this as notification in
terms of Section 91 of the Environmental Protection Act 1990.

As I said with the previous 104 items I will not take immediate action if I find that the council is in
breach of its statutory duty if I get by close of business on Thursday this week (7th May) details of the
council's position on these items of rubbish. Instead I will give the council a further notice and an
opportunity to rectify the situation.

I have for some of these indicated when the rubbish has been stickered. I attach, however, two
photographs of a pile in Downsfield Road. (Sheldon, B26)

These photos demontrate that there is a pile of mixed rubbish including some household
rubbish. The pile has been stickered. Since the rubbish was placed there the grass has
grown, however, the council has also cut the grass. The person who cut the grass was careful not to
drive over the pile of rubbish and hence it sits in an oasis of long grass amidst cut grass.

The council's agents (employees or contractors) have therefore visited this pile at least twice, but
have simply left it to fester.

I would make the point that many of these dumped piles are piles that cannot be enforced against
anyone and there has to come a point at which the council must remove them. Personally I think that
point is long gone.

I did notice a green truck going around collecting green waste today. I do welcome the fact that some
green waste is being collected. However, I would ask why this is being done on a Sunday in a rush
incurring extra over time rate costs (one presumes this is double time or even higher on a bank
holiday sunday)? Why can the council not take a simple approach on these and clear up the mess -
during the working week on ordinary rates rather than overtime?

Given the argument for this policy is one of saving money it strikes me as being odd that the council is
paying overtime rates to clear up the mess when it could be done more cost effectively during the
working week.

This, therefore, give rise to the current summary of the situation
1. Batches 1 and 2 consisting of 54 piles of rubbish have been looked at by the council. The majority
have been cleared, but some do appear to be ones which have had enforcement action, but do not
appear that they will disappear without the council removing them (as it is difficult to work out who is
responsible).
2. Batch 3 had notification given on Friday 2nd May consisting of 104 items.
3. Batch 4 has notification given Today consisting of 180 items

In total, therefore, there are a 284 new notifications.

I will review the situation on Friday. As long as I am given a summary position by late Thursday
identying what action is being taken in all of the batches (1, 2, 3 and 4) - all 338 items) then I will give
the council notice and the opportunity to rectify the situation before making a formal application to
court.
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Batch number 5

Fieldhouse Road

1. 1
2. 130
3. 141
4. 85

Wash Lane

5. 7 (stickered)
6. 8
7. 118
8. 154
9. 179 (near)
10. 205

Upton Grove

11. On junction with Yardley Green Road
12. Just in the grove

Yardley Green Road

13. 510
14. 492

Upton Road

15. 50
16. 37
17. 31
18. 36
19. 33
20. 34
21. 11
22. 51 (stickered)

Hilderstone Grove

23. 20

Graham Road

24. 16
25. 36
26. 54
27. 70
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Waterloo Road

28. 42
29. 79

Durley Road

30. 10 (stickered)
31. 38

Amington Road

32. 144

Stockfield Road

33. 307
34. 183
35. 152

Denham Road

36. 9 (stickered)
37. 19
38. 36

Dalston Road

39. Adjacent to 10

Douglas Road

40. 88
41. Adjacent to 229 (stickered)

The Meadway

42. 87
43. Near 59
44. 8

Wheatcroft Road

45. 24
46. 30
47. 27

Nooklands Croft

48. (lots outside the high end, about 12)
Whittington Oval

49. 26
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50. 30
51. 50

Honiley Road
52. 15

Kelynmead Road
53. 48
54. 67
55. 209
56. 158
57. 154

The Lea
58. Opposite no 60 (it is a wide road – stickered – clearly not enforceable)
59. South of 33 (at the end of a group of houses)

Lea Hall Road
60. 144
61. 150
62. 155
63. 166
64. 165
65. 186
66. 184
67. 193
68. 231
69. 142

Bordesley Green East
70. 557
71. 521
72. 543 (flats)
73. 447
74. 291
75. 267

Stuarts Road
76. 92

Blakesley Road
77. 103
78. 112 (stickered)
79. 110

Homelea Road
80. 2 (stickered)
81. 4
82. 30
83. 38
84. 55
85. 52
86. 70
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87. 86
88. 84
89. 110
90. 129
91. 160
92. 157

Flavells Lane
93. 20
94. 5
95. 29

Downsfield Road
96. 32 (stickered, grass cut around)
97. 43 (stickered and grass cut around)
98. 94 (stickered and grass cut around)

Manston Road
99. 28 (stickered and grass cut)
100. 41
101. 58 (stickered)
102. 39 (stickered)
103. Adj 39

Lowesmoor Road
104. 34
105. 38

Admington Road
106. 79

Clopton Road
107. 162
108. 103

Mickleton Road
109. 43
110. 23
111. 17
112. 1
113. Garretts Green Lane
114. 320
115. 321 (stickers)
116. 304

Sheldon Heath Road
117. 157
118. 142
119. 116 (big)
120. 119
121. 111
122. 88

Este Road
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123. 63 (flats)
124. 57
125. 27
126. 26

Hengham Road
127. 68
128. 80
129. 112

Billingsley Road
130. 68
131. 40

Newells Road
132. 1

Cateswell Road
133. 83
134. 160
135. 162
136. 166
137. 176

Spring Road
138. 67

Allcroft Road
139. 16
140. 47
141. 73
142. 127

Lyncroft Road
143. 52
144. 31

Coventry Road
145. 1122
146. 1176
147. 1220
148. 1712

Brays Road
149. 147
150. 290
151. 298
152. 350
153. 374
154. 353
155. 468
156. The Radleys
157. 61
158. 57
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159. 51
160. 31
161. 35
162. 41
163. 45
164. 49
165. 58
166. 50
167. 46
168. 81
169. 94
170. 130
171. Opposite Lychgate Avenue (with stickers)

Ragnall Road
172. 6

Hazeldene Road
173. 12
174. 18
175. 25
176. Elmstead Road
177. 71
178. 65
179. 43
180.
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